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Insight Global Alpha Mission
Meet our New Ukrainian FamilyAlpha Weekend
My heart is full of love for each of these beautiful
souls.
KNOW that you are loved
KNOW that you are cared for
KNOW that you belong
"Not because of who you are but because of who HE
is." John 3:16 . KNOW that you are family
God showed me how HIS universal language, LOVE
needs no translation when the human language
barrier strikes. I am in awe and in deep gratitude for
all the lives changed and God's capacity to save
lives in our broken world. HE is LOVE!

Alpha Vision / Launch Event in Croatia
The Management of Cru International in Croatia found
out about Alpha and was immediately enthusiastic.
"This will open the doors to the Catholic Church for
us." So I was invited to contribute to the first Alpha
vision day for church leaders in Zagreb.
When strangers turn into family, a common vision turns
into reality, and servant hearts look arms together and
serve alongside, there is so much energy, joy and
thankfulness!
We stand for unity, radical hospitality, and serving the
local church, and we strive to reflect God's love in the
work we get to do through our ministries.

Operation Christmas | 30 shoeboxes
to a child in need on your behalf
Know that YOU matter; know that YOU are loved.
Even on those days when you feel overlooked, lost,
alone, confused, hurt, or betrayed, know that you
belong in this life just as much as anyone else, no
matter how others see you or how you see yourself.
Whether you are having the most purpose-driven
week or you feel like you are falling apart, there are
signs of strength and movement with every breath
you breathe. So take heart, breathe deep. Give
yourself grace even before things fall in place.
You are wrapped in endless, boundless grace in the
unknown. And remember to be still; God will fight
for you.

www.sandrarechsteiner.com
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Meet Vanessa - my Missionpartner
My name is Vanessa, and I live in Vancouver, BC,
Canada. I met Sandra & Enrico through the Alpha
course. For the last six years, Jesus and His people
have radically transformed my life. Before this, I was
always impatient and annoyed and desperately
seeking approval from others.
Until six years ago, I lived life the best way I knew
how: desperately seeking approval and gaining
acceptance from others. This looked like me
pretending to be someone I'm not, doing things I
wasn't proud of, and even denying my shortcomings.
Hurt people hurt people, and I did exactly that...until I
realized that the way I was living was no longer viable
and that I desperately needed Jesus to save me from
the hurt I was causing myself, along with those I truly
cared about.
I used to feel lonely all the time and would cry out to God for genuine, loving friendships in my life;
nothing makes me happier than spending time with people who love having fun, eating and having deep
conversations, and I am so thankful that Alpha had kickstarted my journey in obtaining just that through
relationships with people like Sandra and Enrico!
I also love staying active through dance, going for outdoor walks by the water/hikes in the woods and
mountains and skating. Exploring new restaurants and having a good cup of tea and sweets with friends
are also one of my favourite ways to spend my free time. God is really amazing, and I see so much beauty
all around me — whether it's through food, nature, or the different types of friends He's blessed me with.
I became a Mission Partner because I have witnessed firsthand how radically God has changed Sandra's
life and how on fire she has remained since giving her life to Jesus. She goes all in on all she does, and I
knew that she would do all the same for God through Alpha halfway across the world!
I am hopeful and expectant that thousands or more will be impacted by Sandra's authenticity and
enthusiasm for Jesus! Every day, I am reminded how badly I need God in my life, and though things may not
get "easier," they do get better because I know He is with me, always. My faith is the most important thing
in my life, and I love sharing about all that God's done in my life and having friends like Sandra who share
that exact passion and is living it out through her career :)
In one word, how does all of the above make you feel? Gratitude
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Sandra- the student
First semester of my Master in Ministry
Approaching the end of my first semester at the TNIU
university. I would not have believed it that this is
where I flourish the most. God called me to go deeper
and do the uncomfortable stuff to grow and serve
better. I knew, and I was scared. I had anxiety attacks
the night before my semester kick-off 3 months ago.
And now, the Spirit has been unlocking gifts and a
hunger in me that I had no clue about. Ok, my
professor is extremely encouraging while this
"mature" lady studies with younger pastors. I learn so
much from my fellow students. The Lord works in
mysterious ways; I am unleashed ....hahaha.

Shoutout to Cedric
After being recruited into the leadership officer pool
of the Swiss army in the summer, Cedric successfully
promote from Sergeant to Officer. This was physical,
mental
and
emotional
craziness
that
he
demonstrated. He is a natural leader and has grown
so much. I honestly would trust him with my life and
follow his lead & care. He is a fierce protector of the
vulnerable, stands up for justice and the truth and is
a quick-witted, sharp thinker and action-taker. This,
paired with his Social skills, generous and kind heart,
makes him one kind of a leader, future husband,
friend, and the best son parents could have ever
asked for.

Happy Holiday Season from
our family to yours
We love you! Thank you for doing life with
us. Thank you for locking arms with me on
this mission of making Jesus known through
Alpha in every nation by partnering up with
the local church all over the Globe.

Sandra , Enrico and Cedric
www.sandrarechsteiner.com

